
 

 

PRESS RELEASE no. 28 
BP NOTE prepared a surprise for the crews at Barum Czech Rally Zlín 
 
It has been a year since the specialized pad BP NOTE for co-drivers was introduced right 
here in Zlín. For the prototyped testing six co-drivers were chosen to test this pad during 
the strenuous three-day rally and to give a feedback for the developers in order to tune up 
its final version.  
 
Last year’s testing exceed all expectations and such positive response led to even more 
noticeable link between BP NOTE and Barum Czech Rally Zlín.  
 
“Last year’s testing project of BP NOTE has gained favorable responses from 
the co-drivers. From all the co-drivers, among them there were for example Martina 
Šlehoferová or Veronika Havelková, we received excellent feedback which helped us 
to create the best possible pad for rally co-drivers,” said Jiří Švec, BP NOTE 
representative. 
 
“For this year’s edition of Barum Rally we wanted to come back and introduced to 
the co-drivers the final version of BP NOTE. The organizers agreed to give every 
crew one copy of BP NOTE which they received on Tuesday along with 
the itinerary,” said Jiří Švec and continues: “Barum Czech Rally Zlín is the most 
prestigious competition in the Czech Republic and the most popular and best rated 
event in FIA ERC. Based on the positive responses we hope that the new version of 
BP NOTE will gain even more satisfied co-drivers. 
 
“We gladly agreed to continue our cooperation with BP NOTE and after last year’s 
testing they prepared a surprise for all the crews. Everyone from almost 140 crews 
received one BP NOTE for free. It is always good to see the crews’ reaction on 
receiving something unexpected, it helps to increase comfort on rally,” said on 
behalf of the organizers Petr Linhart.  
 
All information about the 45th Barum Czech Rally Zlín can be found on 
www.czechrally.com, about BP NOTE on www.bpnote.com. 
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